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A Warm Welcome
from our UMAC
Presidents
Hey UMAC!
The fall recruitment season is quickly coming to a close
and we hope you guys have enjoyed the UMAC events
held this past month as much as we have! We could not
have been happier with the involvement we’ve seen
throughout the club and would like to extend a huge
thanks to the rest of the executive committee. Have an
amazing time at the Fish Dinner! We are incredibly
excited for what the rest of the school year holds for
UMAC!
- Shreyas Chaudhari and Tristan Shute
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Meet the Team

Presenting our executive members for the 20192020 school year.

Alex Morakis
Special Events Coordinator
"Whether you think you can or you
can't, you're right." - Henry Ford
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Amanuel Isack
Treasurer
"I get money, I get paper"
- Kevin Cossom

Coral McCuen
ASNA Representative

Brett MacFarlane
Secretary
“I got this bread, but then I ate
it. So let’s get this bread! “

"The pessimist sees difficulty in every
opportunity. The optimist sees the
opportunity in every difficulty."

Shreyas Chaudhari
Co-President
"I'm not superstitious, but ... I'm a
little stitious." - Michael Scott

Tristan Shute
Co-President
"Can't tie my shoes but I can
integrate."

- Winston Churchill

Bailey Villarba
Promotions Coordinator
"''You miss 100% of the shots you don’t
take.' - Wayne Gretzky" - Michael
Scott"

Emilia Marković
Communications Chair
"I can't change the direction of the wind,
but I can adjust my sails to always reach
my destination." -Jimmy Dean

Parth Patel
International Students Rep
"When you stop learning, you
start dying" - Albert Einstein
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Important Dates
Interviews: October 4th - October 11th
Models I Study Session: October 7th, 5:30-7:00PM
Fish Dinner: October 10th, 6:00 - 9:00PM
Accept Actuarial Job Offers: October 16th
Interest Theory Study Session 1: October 9th, 5:307:00PM
Interest Theory Study Session 2: October 30th, 5:307:00PM
Interest Theory Study Session 3: November 28th, 5:307:00PM

Lysa Porth, Director of the Warren Centre
Welcomes Students Back.
I look forward to welcoming our new and returning actuarial students to the 2019-2020
academic year. The fall is always an exciting time, with students getting settled into
courses, participating in interviews, etc. The Warren Centre is a very unique actuarial
program with a world-class reputation. Our curriculum continues to evolve to keep pace
with and exceed employer's expectations. This includes offering exciting experiential
learning opportunities in the classroom, where students work with real data on real
industry problems. We are one of only a few actuarial programs in the world housed
within a business school. Our students have some of the highest actuarial exam passing
rates in Canada, and earn job placements with leading employers. I hope that you take
the time to get to know your fellow classmates, along with our group of dedicated
faculty and industry sessional instructors, and I look forward to seeing all of you at the
highly anticipated 2019 Fish Dinner!
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UMAC President: Five Years Later
Maja Bakija

interview by Emilia Marković

The journey from being a student and going into the real world is tough. Maja Bakija, a former UMAC
president and Asper graduate tells us about her path from a student to a full time worker.
How was the journey from being a president to working full time?
I was UMAC Co-President in my final year of university in 2014, and afterwards moved to New York
for a full-time role with New York Life. The transition from university to the workplace is a big
adjustment, especially for actuarial students who have to learn to balance a full-time job and an
intensive study schedule for the first few years of their career. Eventually I got over the learning curve
of my first actuarial role, and developed strategies that worked for me to manage my workflow and
studying.
Do you like what you do? Does it meet expectations? What do you like the least about your work?
I do like most of my work as an actuary! My favourite roles have been those that have allowed me to be
creative and think strategically, and see the impact of my work on products the company sells or
strategies we pursue. I like being able to bring vital actuarial knowledge to the projects I work on. My
least favourite part of the job is not specific to being an actuary, but can happen at any company, and
that’s managing different opinions and priorities when making decisions, trying to do my best to satisfy
all the stakeholders involved.
What are things that you've helped you along your journey?
Networking/getting involved outside of class -- my involvement with UMAC directly led to connecting
with a UMAC alumni at New York Life, which eventually led to the start of my career here. As I’ve
moved through different actuarial rotations, those same skills have helped me get the roles that I was
interested in pursuing. Also, developing strong communication skills has served me incredibly well
during both recruiting seasons and now in my career where I spend a lot of time explaining technical
actuarial work to non-actuaries. Also, I’ve actively focused on keeping up with my interests and hobbies
outside of work, which helped a lot when I was in the
thick of study stress to have something I enjoyed doing to look forward to.
Advice for those who are graduating?
Take time to enjoy your graduation and the next phase of your career you’re
entering into. I always suggest that if it’s an option available to you, to take a few
weeks or months off between graduating and beginning your full-time role.
Travel, spend time with friends and family, build hobbies, maybe get another
exam out of the way while you have more time to study. The opportunity to have a large chunk of time
off will get scarcer as you move on in a career and in life, so take advantage of it if you can.
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Accelerating Actuarial Skills at AXA

Victoria Leong, AXA Insurance (Singapore)

Hello UMAC! I am Victoria, a third-year student in the Faculty of Science pursuing a Joint StatisticsActuarial Mathematics degree. Over the summer, I had an enriching internship experience at AXA
Singapore in the Reinsurance (RI) Department. AXA Singapore provides a full range of integrated
general and life insurance solutions. It is a member of the AXA Group, a worldwide leader in
insurance and asset management, serving over 105 million clients in 64 countries.
My main responsibilities included optimizing Life RI reporting processes and developing RI
frameworks for new products. I worked on streamlining and automating the month-end reporting for
RI provisional premium and RI claims recoverable. It is crucial to accurately reflect the amount of
premium paid to the reinsurers by the ceding company in exchange for receiving claims recoverable
(on pending and paid but not recovered claims) to cover underwriting liabilities. These figures were
reported to Finance Operations and the Life Actuarial Team where they compared with their plan
ratio.
My day to day work at AXA Singapore was very interesting and dynamic. I worked alongside
dedicated mentors and received tremendous guidance from supportive colleagues. What surprised
me the most was the nurturing and collaborative culture. I also appreciated the agile working
environment that promoted much flexibility at work. Besides gaining technical knowledge and
improving my programming skills, having the right attitude and acquiring soft skills are just as
important.
The AXA Corporate Internship Program offers various opportunities across different functions such
as Data Innovation, Actuarial, Finance, and Compliance. There are many initiatives such as the AXA
Intern Case Challenge, where interns engage in purposeful business projects and propose innovative
solutions to AXA Singapore executives. Prospective interns can also look forward to free Masters
classes, Corporate Social Responsibility Week and the AXA Olympics!
Singapore is a great place to visit or do an
internship in the Asia-Pacific region. There is a
plethora of activities and attractions to explore in
Singapore!
Key Takeaways
1: Be pro-active - take initiative and get out of your
comfort zone.
2: Networking - interact and make connections.
3: Clarify any doubts - do not be afraid to ask
questions.
Feel free to contact me at leongv3@myumanitoba.ca
if you have any questions!
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Crossword
Across
4. First year student.
6. You write notes on this.
7. First actuarial class.
Down
1. First SOA exam.
2. Interest Theory professor.
3. Actuarial students are either in
Science or _____.
5. Writing utensil.

Sudoku &
Coupons
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My Experience at the 'Networking at
Info Sessions' Seminar
Celia Dang

On September 8th, I had the opportunity to attend UMAC’s first ever Networking at Info Sessions
Seminar. This event was held in the Drake Centre, hosted by previous UMAC president, Adrian (AJ)
Ferens. The event was a great opportunity for newer students to learn more about what info sessions are,
and what to expect. It also helped students get some tips and tricks on how to network with some of the
recruiters attending.
The evening began with a presentation outlining what info
sessions are, the various types of info sessions, and the
typical agenda. After the brief presentation, we had time
for an open Q&A period with Adrian.
Questions came from all students, whether it was first years
or experienced senior students. The questions initially
revolved around info sessions, and eventually diverged
towards the recruitment process and UMAC in general.
The question period was essential for providing everyone
with a well-rounded view of info sessions. There were also many helpful tips about how to introduce
.

yourself, utilize ice-breakers, and chat with others, whether it

.

be with company representatives or fellow students.
After the Q&A period, the event came to an end. However

,

.

many students stayed afterwards to chat with the other
.

attendees. It was a very effective event to begin the school
year, as it gave students valuable information and the
opportunity to meet new people and catch up with others.

Overall, this event was very informative and a great
start to the school year. I'm looking forward to
future UMAC events and am hoping that others are
too!
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Passed Exams All About ASNA
UMAC wants to congradulate all
the students who have successfully
completed exams over the
summer.

Coral McCuen

ASNA (Actuarial Students’ National Association) is an annual
conference where actuarial students and company representatives
across Canada get together for a weekend filled with a career fair,

Study hard!

seminars, networking and learning! Students who are selected from

the career fair have the opportunity to interview with employers for
FM - August
both internships and full-time
Varsha Bulleeraz
Shannon Fitzhenry positions.
Cassie Phaneuf
This year, ASNA will be held in
IFM - July
Niagara, Ontario at the Hotel
P - July
Michael Beeching
Sheraton on the Falls from January
Shreyas Chaudhari Emilia Markovic
Sarah Deibert
Alexandre Morakis 17th-19th.
Ziyu Du
Derick Pinkerton
Erik Luht
Puxuan Wang
All actuarial students are welcome to attend! Each year, 15 Asper and
Brad Perrella
10 Science students are eligible to receive funding to aid with travel
Laura Vandenberg LTAM - April
costs!
Dillon Doan
P - May
Shannon Fitzhenry
Rosin Katsoka
Max Piche
Xinran Tian

P - September
Hui Lin Cheong
Brett MacFarlane
Kevin Wong
FM - April
Abdullah Huarnany
FM - June
Hui Lin Cheong
Priska Kusardi
Brett MacFarlane
Coral McCuen
Justin Podoll
Kevin Wong

Chase Stoker
STAM - June
Chase Stoker

The requirements for funding are as follows:
- Actuarial major.
- Completed Interest Theory with a C+ or higher.
- Passed at least one actuarial exam.
- Completed or enrolled in at least 3 actuarial courses.
Please note that funding will be prioritized to those who have not
received funding in previous years, and to
those who have not secured an internship
yet. However, you do not need to receive
funding to attend! I will be sending
emails out to all UMAC members after
the Fish Dinner to introduce the ASNA
info session, as well as all of the
upcoming deadlines!
Feel free to email me if you
.

have any questions and
.

check out www.asea-asna.ca
in the meantime.
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